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HUGS TEAM MISSION // 
The HUGS teams exists to create a welcoming environment that 

embraces guests and helps connect people into life-changing 

relationships with God and others. 

 

HUGS TEAM VISION // 
Our desire is to make every guest feel they are welcome and belong to 

the family at Lambs. We hope to remove any internal or external 

obstacles that might keep someone from being open to connecting 

with God and others during the weekend services. 

 

WHO ARE OUR GUESTS? // 
Everyone who enters our church parking lot and/or building is our 

guest. 

 

 

  



 
 

USHER TEAM 
 

A BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE // 
 

"Better is one day in your courts than a thousand elsewhere; I would 

rather be a doorkeeper in the house of God than dwell in the tents of the 

wicked." - Psalm 84:10 

 

 “Go up to Hilkiah the high priest, that he may count the money that has 

been brought into the house of the Lord, which the keepers of the 

threshold have collected from the people.” - 2 Kings 22:4 

 

 

 

VISION & MISSION // 
 

Mission: To connect people into life-changing relationships by making 

them feel at home – ushering them to and through the weekend worship 

services. 

Vision:  Our desire is to show guests that there is a place for them at 

Lamb’s by accommodating needs, answering questions, and helping 

facilitate worship services. 
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USHER TEAM 
Usher Team Leader 
 

A GREAT USHER TEAM LEADER // 
• Contributes significantly to the spiritual culture and environment of our church. 

• Has Spiritual gifts of leadership, administration, and hospitality. 

• Is passionate about encouraging, equipping, and empowering others. 

• Leads through direction and example. 

• Is an expert in church operating procedures and protocol.  

• Stays up-to-date on other ministries and what is happening at Lamb’s. 

 

USHER TEAM LEADER 

RESPONSIBILITIES // 
 

1. In Christ-like character and joyful attitude, models the atmosphere the Usher Team should 

reflect to all guests and members of the Lamb's Fellowship. 

2. Recruits, develops and encourages Usher Team members. 

3. Equips and empowers the Usher Team Members to fulfill the mission of the ministry. 
4. Holds quarterly team meetings to encourage, equip, and brainstorm more effective ways of 

Ushering. 
5. Develops and/or revises Usher procedures when necessary and trains team members in 

them. 
6. Oversees every facet of the weekend Usher's role – bulletins, offering, attendance, Worship 

Center preparation and cleanliness, procedures and team management. 
7. Recruits, equips, and empowers a lead usher for each weekend service. 
8. Makes sure the Worship Center is set up and then cleaned up Saturday nights and Sundays 

before first service and at the end of the last service. 
9. Communicates with pastoral team regarding Usher Team needs and goals. 
10. Develops and manages roster and schedule for weekend services. Fills in when needed. 
11. Maintains and models a healthy and growing relationship with Jesus Christ that includes 

regular time in God’s Word, prayer, and tithing. 
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USHER TEAM 
Usher Team Member 
 

A GREAT USHER TEAM MEMBER // 
• Is passionate about helping others and eager to serve them. 

• Continuously looks for ways to make people feel welcome. 

• Is attentive at all times and ready to deal with any disturbances. 

• Is familiar with church protocol and enforces it graciously. 

 

USHER TEAM MEMBER 

RESPONSIBILITIES // 
 

1. Takes responsibility for helping fulfill the mission of the Usher Team. 
2. Attends quarterly team meetings scheduled by the HUGS Team Leader or Usher Team 

Leader. 
3. Helps recruit and encourage members of the Usher team. 
4. Serves with a willing heart during their scheduled weekend service. Steps in to help when 

needed. 
5. Makes sure the Worship Center is presentable and ready for our guests experiencing the 

weekend service by straightening chairs, replacing pens, and picking up trash. 
6. Greets guests, making every attempt to help them feel welcome and at ease.  
7. Is proactive in helping people find seats when Worship Center is crowded. 
8. Distributes bulletins/flyers, records attendance, and receives offering during services. 
9. Look for any emergencies or needs that may arise during the weekend service. 
10. Supports other weekend ministries in any way possible. 
11. Gracefully ensures that all church regulations are followed. 
12. Maintains and models a healthy and growing relationship with Jesus Christ that includes 

regular time in God’s Word, prayer, and tithing. 
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USHER TEAM 
 
SERVING // 
 

Serving in the usher ministry requires many responsibilities that are often unseen 

by most. Our duties include many specific needs to serve the body, but the usher 

also needs to be willing to accomplish many other requirements throughout their 

time serving. The ushers first and foremost duty as with any believer is to God and 

with that commitment we are here to serve His people in a responsible and 

professional way that demonstrates our faithfulness as believers of the salvation of 

Jesus Christ. As with any time in our daily lives dealing with family, friends, co-

workers, as well as people we bump into going back and forth, we need to be seen as 

Christians in all we do and say.  

REQUIREMENTS // 
The requirements to be an usher volunteer: 

� You must have made The Lambs Fellowship of Murrieta your home church 

� Be able to perform ushering duties willingly, with competence & a friendly 

smile at all times 

� When attending services and not serving, sit on an aisle seat and be available to 

help the ushers on duty if they need your help. 

� If you cannot fulfill your scheduled service date, it is your responsibility to find a 

replacement before the weekend. Do not call your Lead usher the night before 

without trying to find a replacement. 
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USHER TEAM 
 

DUTIES // 
The usher’s general duties may require at anytime the ability to; 

� Lift heavy objects 

� Stand for long periods 

� Greet & be ready to answer questions from visitors 

� Take direction from those in charge (pastor, lead, etc.) 

� Ensure the safety & security of the people, their children, building, property 

(personal & the Lambs Fellowship’s) 

� Handle the tithes & offerings (as outlined below) 

� Trash pickup & removal 

� Praying for those in need or ensuring they are connected to with the prayer 

team 

� Maintain order during an emergency (crowd control and evacuation facilitator).  

� Assist in directing emergency personnel onto the property and to the scene 

needing attention while minimizing the distraction to those in the sanctuary. 

 

In addition to general duties, there also is a need to be ready for possible 

confrontations with those that would come to confuse, scare, take, hurt, etc. those 

who come to the Lambs Fellowship. This is an unfortunate need, but one that we 

need to be aware of in our world today.  

DRESS CODE //  

� Collared shirt. (Clean and free from any obscene images or words) 

� Closed-toed shoes 

� Pants or shorts are acceptable 

� Name badge  
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USHER TEAM 
HANDLING / COLLECTING TITHE // 

 

Handling & Colleting Tithe is a responsibility not to be taken lightly (as with any 

duty). Parishioners giving tithes are showing their faithfulness to God through 

sacrifice, they are also trusting that their tithe & information will be handled 

properly and professionally. The guidelines for handling and collecting the tithe are 

not to be broken at any time; this will not only protect the funds and information 

given but also the image of the church you represent. It will also ensure trust 

between the ushers, staff, and God.  

A minimum of three (3) ushers are required for the collection of the tithe. If there 

are only two ushers serving, the lead usher must find an off-duty usher, before the 

tithe is to be collected, to assist in the process. All three ushers will stand at the back 

of the room on the aisle he/she is assigned. The center aisle will have two bags 

while the outside aisles will only carry one each. Wait for the pastor to invite you 

forward and all three walk to the front of the aisle together. After the prayer, begin 

passing the bags, keeping a mindful eye on the bags, but not so much to make the 

parishioners feel awkward about letting it pass them by. As soon as all the rows 

have finished two ushers will take the bags to the offices, staying together at all 

times, leaving one usher to remain in the sanctuary until the other two return. Do 

not stop to talk to anyone until the tithe is deposited. 

The lead usher will always go to the offices, and cannot be accompanied by a family 

member or co-worker. One usher will carry all the bags with one hand covering the 

opening. The assisting usher will lock the kitchen, copy room and front office doors 

and pick up the zippered bag from front desk. Quickly check that there is no one in 

the office hallways and then proceed to any of the unlocked and unoccupied offices 

(except Pastor John’s). Lock the door behind you and empty each bag while showing 

the other usher that the bag is empty. Separate cash from checks. Checks are to 

always be face down, and with the endorsement lines facing the same direction. 

Cash does not need to be separated by denomination. Any envelope will be treated 

as cash and will not be opened. Any response cards with cash folded inside will 

remain together and be stacked with the cash (checks can be removed from 

response cards). Response cards will go into a separate pile. All cash and checks will 

be sealed in the zippered bank bag with the corresponding service time written on 

the front. 
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USHER TEAM 
HANDLING / COLLECTING TITHE  

CONTINUED// 
  

One usher will carry the bag; the other will carry the response cards. Quickly 

proceed to the finance office and deposit the envelope in the mail slot. One usher 

places the bag into the slot, the other usher will confirm that the bag dropped by 

trying to get it back out. If he cannot, then the bag was deposited correctly. The 

response cards are then placed on front desk near the computer screen. 

SUMMARY / 

� Always be aware of anyone that leaves the room just before or just after the 

offering 

� At all times no less than 2 will collect or handle the tithe (Non-family) 

� While collecting keep a respectful eye on the collection baskets 

� When collection is complete, 1 person is to carry all tithe baskets out in front of 

themselves keeping a hand over them to ensure nothing blows out.  

� The second will lead the way & open doors.  

� Lock the kitchen, copy room and front office doors. 

� Sorting must take place in the conference room or back offices with the door 

locked. 

� Separate into separate piles (cash, checks, & information slips). Immediately 

place all checks face down to protect personal information. Place envelopes with 

checks. 

� Combine piles (excluding information slips) & place into money pouch.  

� Ensure finance office door is locked then place pouch into mail slot, verify it 

cannot be reached through hole. 

� Clip information slips together & place on front desk 
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USHER TEAM 
COMMUNION PROCEDURES// 
  

The first Sunday of each month, and the corresponding Saturday service, will be 

communion service. Small, black rectangle tables need to be setup on either side of 

the stage, directly in front of the intermediate aisles. Make sure these aisles are wide 

enough for two lines to come to the tables. Two ushers will release the rows while 

the third remains at the rear doors to assist latecomers. As soon as the pastor calls 

the ushers forward, each of the two ushers will go to the front of the aisles where 

the tables are located. Instruct the first row of each aisle to come to the table, and 

then walk along the front of their corresponding section returning to their row from 

the opposite side. Proceed to release the rows, front to back, until everyone has 

been released. Then instruct anyone who came in late and does not have a seat that 

they may go forward and return to the back. Usher may follow the back of the line to 

receive communion once everyone has been served.  

The Third usher that remained at the back doors will inform anyone coming in late 

that we are in the process of serving communion and that they may find seats 

toward the back, or wait until the children have left. Do not attempt to seat them 

while people are in the process of praying and taking communion.  
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USHER TEAM 
USHER SERVICE PROCEDURES // 

 
Serving Schedule 
The Usher Team has 3 Serving Schedules. 

Ushers work as a team (2 or more per service) with one being the lead. 

Saturday Night - 5:15-7:30pm 

First Shift Sunday Morning - 7:45 - 10:30am 

Second Shift Sunday Morning - 10:30 - 1:00pm 

Pray for services & those who serve and come to be served (a quick prayer goes a 

long way) 

 

Saturday night and First Sunday service 
Set-up: 45 minutes prior to service time 

� Ensure A/C or heat is on 70 degrees (toddler rooms 73 deg) 

� Tables (children’s, hospitality, and any extras needed) 

� Ez-ups for hospitality on or anything else depending on weather (Sunday only) 

� Place street cones out to block off hospitality area in front of fountain (Sunday 

only) 

� Turn on fountain (make sure it is full) 

� Any trash cleanup needed (parking lot, building, & trash cans emptied) 

� Straiten-up worship center (chairs, pens, trash, etc.) 

� Get hand-outs/bulletins ready (stuffing “extras” may be needed before service) 

� Ensure finance office is locked  

� Make sure pastor/guest speaker has everything they need 

� On communion Sunday place tables out for elements 

� If time allows – assist anyone with their needs before arrival of parishioners.  

 

Hand-outs/Bulletins and seating:  
15 minutes prior to service time 

� Two Ushers are to be at Worship Center entrance during arrival of parishioners 

to pass out materials 

� Lead Usher may need to find seats as needed or requested (late or newcomers 

may need assistance) 

� Any additional ushers may be posted in hallways to assist with children and 

welcoming those coming in. 
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USHER TEAM 
USHER SERVICE PROCEDURES 

continued// 
 

During service: 

� Collect tithe & offerings (see Handling / Colleting Tithe) 

� Fill out attendance sheet (be sure to count everyone - worship team, teachers, 

pastor, ushers, etc.) 

� One usher must walk the parking lot, to protect from vandalism as well as any 

emergencies  

� Ushers need to be available in & out of service 

� One usher must always be in back of Worship Center with one outside in the 

lobby (both must be ready for changes, questions, & possible confrontations) 

� During last song, open Worship Center doors & two doors on West side of 

sanctuary 

 

Communion Sunday: 

� A minimum of three (3) ushers are required for communion. If there are only 

two ushers serving, the lead usher must find an off-duty usher, before the 

communion, to assist in the process. 

� Two ushers will release the rows; one will stay at the rear doors with bulletins 

for latecomers. 

� All sections will be released to the aisles leading to the table. 

� Direct the first row to go to the table and then circle in front of their section and 

come back into their row from the opposite side. (return using center aisle and 

window aisles) 

� Be sure to allow enough space for two lines. 

� Usher may follow at the back of the line to receive the elements for themselves. 

 

After Final service: 

� Straiten-up the worship center (chairs, trash, etc.) 

� Turn off A/C in every room (Saturday night and final service Sunday) 

� Break down tables and EZ-ups & place in assigned storage place. 

� As needed set up tables for connections lunch (Sunday final service) 
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USHER TEAM 
IMPORTANT REMINDERS// 

 

 
Always carry a Lambs Fellowship Pen while serving. These pens have the church 

address on them in case you need to call for emergency services. You also may need 

to write down a license plate of a fleeing vehicle. 

 

Murrieta Dispatch direct phone number: 951-304-2677. Save this number in 

your cell phone. 

 

In case of an emergency, Dial 911 from a land line in the office. Cell phone calls go 

to CHP. 

 

You are responsible for the service time you signed up for. If you cannot be there, 

YOU need to find a replacement. You can call any of the alternates from the schedule 

or trade someone from another week. 

 

Keep the hallways clear. This includes the area just inside the sanctuary doors. You 

are not being rude if you politely tell someone that service is about to start and you 

need to get people into the sanctuary. They can talk outside on the benches or move 

into the seats. 

 

During the busier services, it may be necessary to ask people to sit closer together to 

make room for those just arriving. 

 

There will be times that all the lights may be turned out during worship. You can, at 

any time, ask for some lights to be turned back on if people are still arriving and 

looking for seats; or if an emergency deems it necessary. 
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